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We explore various models for the pattern forming instability in a laser-driven cloud of cold
two-level atoms with a plane feedback mirror. Focus is on the combined treatment of nonlinear
propagation in a diffractively thick medium and the boundary condition given by feedback. The
combined presence of purely transverse transmission gratings and reflection gratings on wavelength
scale is addressed. Different truncation levels of the Fourier expansion of the dielectric susceptibility
in terms of these gratings are discussed and compared to literature. A formalism to calculate the
exact solution for the homogenous state in presence of absorption is presented. The relationship
between the counterpropagating beam instability and the feedback instability is discussed. Feedback
reduces the threshold by a factor of two under optimal conditions. Envelope curves which bound all
possible threshold curves for varying mirror distances are calculated. The results are comparing well
to experimental results regarding the observed length scales and threshold conditions. It is clarified
where the assumption of a diffractively thin medium is justified.
PACS numbers: 42.65.Sf, 05.65.+b, 32.90.+a
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical pattern formation in driven nonlinear media
has been studied extensively in late 1980s and 1990s. Af-
ter observations in four-wave mixing experiments with
sodium vapors in counter-propagating (CP) beam con-
figuration reported by Grynberg et. al. [1], transverse
patterns have been observed in liquid crystals [2–5], thin
organic films [6], photorefractives [7, 8] and alkali vapors
[9–11] in the single feedback mirror (SFM) configuration
proposed in [12, 13] (see Fig. 1a for a scheme). Recent
years have seen a resurgence of interest in study of trans-
verse self-organization with cold atomic gases in both CP
[14, 15] and SFM configurations [16, 17] with potential
application in condensed matter simulation [18–20].
Significance of the experiments of Refs. [16, 17] (de-
picted in Fig. 1) is in using optomechanical [21, 22]
and two-level nonlinearities, respectively. For long pulses
(> 10µs), with blue detuning, optomechanical density
modulation was shown to be dominant in optimum condi-
tions [16]. For shorter pulses (< 2µs), pattern formation
(see Fig. 1b) was found to be consistent with the stan-
dard two-level electronic nonlinearity [17]. Indeed it was
already recognized that a two-level instability, though
not necessary, was an efficient seed for the optomechan-
ical patterns [16]. Here we consider the theory of this
two-level instability.
A particularly simple model of the SFM configura-
tion, for a diffractively-thin slice of Kerr medum, was
analyzed by Firth [12]. However, as was highlighted in
Ref. [23] and later in [16, 17], the full analysis of pattern
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
properties for small mirror distances demands a ”thick-
medium” approach, i.e. inclusion of diffraction within the
non-linear medium. The requisite theory is closely re-
lated to that used to analyze pattern formation in a mir-
rorless thick-medium (slab) with two counterpropagating
input fields. Such CP systems have been analyzed for
Kerr media by by Firth et al [24] and Geddes et al [25].
For a two-level CP system, Muradyan et al [26], in an
extended abstract for NLGW 2005, describe pattern for-
mation in cold atoms with counter-propagating fields, in-
cluding both electronic and optomechanical mechanisms,
the latter in a molasses model. These works [24–26]
provide the main theoretical background to the present
paper, though mention should be made of early analy-
sis [27] aimed at modeling oscillatory spatial instabilities
observed in a (hot) sodium vapor SFM experiment [28].
The present paper concentrates at the modelling of the
simultaneous presence of transmission (purely transverse
gratings resulting from the interference of the pump with
copropagating sidebands) and reflection gratings (wave-
length scaled gratings which result from the interference
of counterpropagating beams) in presence of the feed-
back mirror, whereas earlier treatments only utilized pure
transmission gratings [11–13]. For the analysis of pho-
torefractive experiments two-beam coupling via pure re-
flection gratings were considered [23].
As in the Muradyan model (MM) [26], we use a time-
independent susceptibility approach to the two-level non-
linearity. This precludes consideration of growth rates
or oscillatory instabilities [27], but leads to reasonably
tractable and transparent models which allow the pa-
rameter dependences of pattern thresholds to be investi-
gated. We include absorption, so as to allow for arbitrary
atom-field detunings. We also consider the inclusion of
reflection-grating effects at different orders (MM include
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2such effects, but only at lowest order). This analysis is
then applied to the calculation of thresholds for trans-
verse instability in various thick-medium models. These
include the Kerr limit, used for the thick-medium calcula-
tions presented in Fig. 3B of [16]. In [17] preliminary two-
level results were presented for two cases: quasi-Kerr (i.e.
large detuning, neglecting absorption, but not saturation
of the refractive nonlinearity) for the pattern size vs mir-
ror distance; and absorptive thin-slice for the threshold
vs atomic detuning. The theory behind all these models,
as well as additional results for these and related models,
will be presented.
As well as elaborating previous preliminary results and
presenting generalizations of previous Kerr threshold for-
mulae, we mention two useful and general results which
emerge. First, the SFM threshold curve of intensity vs
diffraction parameter, for a Kerr-like medium with its
feedback mirror directly at its output, coincides with the
threshold for the CP instability in a medium of twice the
length. This might seem obvious from a ’mirror-image’
picture, but there’s a twist. The CP thresholds are ac-
tually described by two separate but intertwined curves,
e.g. [25], but only one of these corresponds to a SFM con-
figuration, for symmetry reasons. Secondly, each member
of the family of such threshold curves generated by vary-
ing the mirror distance is tangent to an envelope curve,
which can be analytically calculated in many cases. This
gives useful insight into the mirror-distance dependence
of pattern scales, but also enables a quantitative exami-
nation of the thin-slice limit, in which diffraction within
the medium is neglected. It turns out that the thin-
medium approximation works only at zero order, i.e. the
threshold at large mirror distance is linear, not quadratic
or higher, in 1/D, where L is the medium thickness and
d = DL the mirror distance.
II. SYSTEM AND MODEL
As in [26], we consider the counter-propagating fields
A (forward field) and B (backward field, see Fig. 1a) to
be coupled by a nonlinear susceptibility
χNL = −6pi
k30
na
2δ/Γ− i
1 + 4δ2/Γ2
1
1 + I/Isδ
(1)
Here na is the atomic density (considered constant here).
I is the intensity, which will be a standing wave: I/Isδ =
|Aeikz +Be−ikz|2. We can conveniently rewrite (1) as
χNL = χl
1
1 + I/Isδ
(2)
where χl is the linear susceptibility (and is complex,
though absorption is neglected in the MM model, making
the system Kerr-like).
The next step is to expand the nonlinear factor in a
Fourier series:
(b)
L
2.1 mm 17.7 mrad
DL
cold atoms
A
CCDmirror(a)
B
FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Experimental SFM scheme [17]:
a linearly-polarized light pulse is sent into an atomic cloud;
the transmitted beam is retro-reflected by a mirror with an
adjustable distance DL beyond the end of the cloud. (b) Typ-
ical single-shot light distributions observed in the transverse
instability regime, in the near (left) and far (right) field. Pa-
rameters: cloud of 87Rb atoms at T = 200µK driven at a
detuning of δ = +6.5Γ to the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition
of the D2-line with an intensity of 0.47 W/cm
2, optical den-
sity in line center OD= 210, effective sample size (FWHM of
cloud) L = 8.5 mm.
1
1 + I/Isδ
= σ0 + σ+e
2ikz + σ−e−2ikz + h.o.t. (3)
The higher-order terms do not lead to any phase
matched couplings, and so can reasonably be neglected
whatever the intensity. The coefficients σ± evidently de-
scribe a 2k longitudinal modulation of the susceptibility,
i.e. a reflection grating, which will scatter the forward
field into the backward one and vice versa.
The field equations (M3) of [26] can then be written as

∂A
∂z − i2k∇2⊥A = ik2χl(σ0A+ σ+B),
∂B
∂z +
i
2k∇2⊥B = −ik2χl(σ−A+ σ0B)
(4)
To calculate σ0,±, we write the exact expansion of the
saturation term (3) as
1
1 + I/Isδ
=
1
1 + a2 + b2
(1 + r(e+ + e
∗
+))
−1 (5)
where a = |A|, b = |B|, e+ = e2ikzei(θA−θB), with
θA,B = arg(A,B). We have introduced a coupling pa-
rameter r = hab/(1 + a2 + b2), where the ”grating pa-
rameter” h [24] has been introduced to allow consistent
3consideration of the cases of no reflection grating (h = 0),
and of a full grating (h = 1). In the former case σ± = 0,
which would correspond to the standing-wave modula-
tion of the susceptibility being washed out by drift or
diffusion. Partial wash-out could be accommodated by
intermediate values of h, but would need some associated
physical justification. The MM model includes the full
grating, so corresponds to h = 1.
The series expansion of (1 + r(e+ + e
∗
+))
−1 is always
convergent, because r < 1/2. Even terms contribute to
σ0, odd terms to σ±. Using the binomial theorem, we
find
 (1 + a
2 + b2)σ0 = 1 + 2r
2 + 6r4 + 20r6 + ...
(1 + a2 + b2)σ+ = −ei(θA−θB)(r + 3r3 + 10r5 + ...)
(6)
with σ− = σ∗+.
Inserting these expressions into (4) gives

∂A
∂z − i2k∇2⊥A = ik2χlA( (1+2r
2+...)−(br/a)(1+3r2+...)
1+a2+b2 ),
∂B
∂z +
i
2k∇2⊥B = −ik2χlB( (1+2r
2+...)−(ar/b)(1+3r2+...)
1+a2+b2 )
(7)
Note that both sums are positive definite, so higher-order
terms reduce the saturation (first term), but increase the
strength of the cross-coupling (second term). To lowest
order (i.e. cubic nonlinearity), the brackets become (1−
a2 − (1 + h)b2) and (1 − (1 + h)a2 − b2) for the A and
B equations respectively, showing the expected factor of
two enhancement of the cross-coupling due to the grating
when h = 1. In the absence of the grating r = 0, and the
bracketed expressions reduce to (1 + s)−1 in both cases,
where s = a2 + b2 is the usual saturation parameter.
The MM model effectively truncates the series ex-
pansions in (7) at the first term, eventually leading to
their equation (M8) for the ”transverse eigenvalues” [26],
which include saturation denominators ∼ (1+s)−1. How-
ever, because r2 ∼ s2, the terms neglected in the MM
model are of the same order as the terms ∼ s5 which
saturate the cubic nonlinearity. For s = 0.4 (the value in
Fig. 1 of [26]), r2 is only about 0.02, so its neglect is not
especially serious in that case.
The series in (7) can be summed. In fact several pa-
pers, going back to the 1970s, have obtained analytic
solutions to the system (4), or closely equivalent systems
(in the plane-wave limit). For our purposes, the papers
of van Wonderen et al [29, 30], who were addressing opti-
cal bistability in a Fabry-Perot cavity, are most directly
relevant, and underpin the analytic zero-order (no diffrac-
tion) solution obtained in the next section.
Summing the series and combining both terms leads
to a set of field evolution equations:

∂A
∂z − i2k∇2⊥A = ik2χlA(1− 1−2a
2h/(1+a2+b2)
(1−4r2) 12
)/2a2h,
∂B
∂z +
i
2k∇2⊥B = −ik2χlB(1− 1−2b
2h/(1+a2+b2)
(1−4r2) 12
)/2b2h
(8)
In the limit of no grating, h, r → 0, both brackets reduce
to the expected saturation denominator.
For finite h, there is explicit nonreciprocity, since the
susceptibilities for A and B are different, because of the
susceptibility grating. However, the amplitudes A and
B are slowly varying in z, allowing the propagation in
the medium to be approximated by comparitively few
longitudinal spatial steps.
In all the cases discussed above, we can write the prop-
agation equations in the form

∂A
∂z − i2k∇2⊥A = −αl2 (1 + i∆)F (a2, b2)A,
∂B
∂z +
i
2k∇2⊥B = αl2 (1 + i∆)F (b2, a2)B
(9)
where αl is the linear absorption coefficient, ∆(= 2δ/Γ)
is the scaled detuning, and the function F describes the
nonlinearity of the atomic susceptibility, as modelled by
e.g. (7) or (8), by the cubic (χ(3)) approximation, or some
other model. By definition, F (0, 0) = 1, but F (a2, b2) 6=
F (b2, a2) in general, because of non-reciprocity due to
standing-wave effects. The cubic model (F (a2, b2) = 1−
a2 − (1 + h)b2) is the simplest example, explicitly non-
reciprocal if h 6= 0.
Fig. 2 illustrates the intensity dependence of the sus-
ceptibility and cross-coupling for h = 1, for the cubic,
MM and full models. The cubic (i.e. χ(3)) model evi-
dently has a very limited range of validity, whereas the
MM and full models are broadly similar over a broad
range, though quantitatively distinct.
III. ZERO-ORDER EQUATIONS AND
SOLUTIONS
To find the pattern-formation thresholds, we first drop
diffraction, and solve the plane-wave, zero-order problem
in which A,B depend on z alone. For convenience we
set |A(z)|2 = p(z) and |B(z)|2 = q(z), and scale z to the
medium length L. From (9) it follows that the plane-
wave intensities p(z), q(z) obey the real equations:
dp
dz = −αlLF (p, q)p,
dq
dz = αlLF (q, p)q
(10)
leading to the expected exponential absorption of the in-
tensities in the linear limit.
We define the input intensity p(0) = p0 and trans-
mitted intensity p(1) = p1, and similarly q(0) = q0,
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FIG. 2: (color online) Susceptibility and cross-coupling func-
tions against a2 for the equal-intensity case a = b, with h = 1,
i.e. full grating. Green: cubic approximation, F = 1 − 3a2.
Red: MM model: (7) with series truncated at 1. Blue: full
model, no truncation. Susceptibility curves start from 1.0 at
a = 0, cross-coupling from zero.
q(1) = q1. In the SFM configuration q1 = Rp1, where
R is the mirror reflection coefficient, whereas in the CP
problem we usually have q1 = p0.
We now solve (10) for three different models: no grat-
ing (h = 0); the MM model (h = 1, but truncated sum-
mations); and the full-grating h = 1 model based on (8).
For h = 0, F = 1/(1 + s) = 1/(1 + p+ q) is symmetric
in its arguments, and it follows that the product of the
counter-propagating intensities (and indeed of the fields,
AB) is independent of z, simplifying the analysis. We set
p(z)q(z) = K, where K is constant, and thus K = p1q1 =
Rp21 for a feedback mirror of reflectivity R. It follows that
the backward intensity q(z) is given by K/p(z), enabling
the first member of (10) to be written in terms of p(z)
alone. It can then be integrated analytically, giving
ln(p/p0) + p−K/p− p0 +K/p0 + αlLz = 0, (11)
and hence, for the transmitted power p1 (using the ex-
plicit value of K):
ln(p1/p0) + (1−R)p1 = p0 −Rp21/p0 − αlL. (12)
For h = 1, F (p, q) = (1+p)/(1+s)2 in the MM model.
We can again find a propagation constant, in this case
given by K = pq/(1+s), again leading to a an integrable
first-order equation in p(z) alone:
p(1 + p)
(p−K)2
dp
dz
= −αlL. (13)
This leads, for the transmitted power p1, to
H(p1,K)−H(p0,K) + αlL = 0. (14)
where H(p,K) = p+ (2K + 1)ln(p−K)− K(K+1)p−K .
Finally, it turns out that the all-grating system given
by (8) also possesses a propagation constant, given by
K = W (z) − s(z), where W (z) = (1 + 2s + ξ2) 12 , and
ξ(z) = p(z)−q(z). Essentially the same conservation law
was noted by Van Wonderen et al in the context of optical
bistability in a Fabry-Perot resonator [29], for which the
propagation equations are identical to the present case,
though the boundary conditions are different.
In terms of W, s, ξ the all-grating function Fall(p, q)
becomes Fall = (1+(ξ−1)/W )/(s+ξ), with its transpose
Fall(q, p) obtained by ξ → −ξ. Recasting equations (10),
it turns out that the propagation equations for s and ξ
take a fairly simple form:
ds
dz = −αlξ/W,
dξ
dz = −αl(1− 1/W )
(15)
from which one easily deduces dW/dz = ds/dz, and thus
the constancy of K = W (z)− s(z). One can then obtain
an integrable differential equation in just one variable.
For example, by using the definition of W and of K to
express W in terms of K and ξ, the second of equations
(15) is easily integrated to yield:
ξ + ln(ξ + (ξ2 + 2− 2K) 12 ) + αlLz = const. (16)
For the important case R = 1, we have s1 = 2p1, ξ1 = 0,
hence W1 = (1 + 4p1)
1
2 and thus K = (1 + 4p1)
1
2 − 4p1.
Using this data in (16) yields an implicit expression for
ξ0 in terms of K (and thus p1):
ξ0 + ln(ξ0 + (ξ
2
0 + 2− 2K)
1
2 )− 1
2
ln(2− 2K) = αlL. (17)
Given ξ0, it is straightforward to calculate W0 and s0,
and thus the input intensity p0 and the backward output
intensity q0, all in terms of the given transmitted inten-
sity p1, thus completing the solution of the plane-wave
problem for the all-gratings model.
A problem with the MM model arises as the tuning
∆ approaches resonance. It turns out that the transmis-
sion determined from (14) shows ”bistability”, i.e. the
output p1 is not a single-valued function of the input p0,
if the optical density is high enough. This is surprising
and counterintuitive, and turns out to be a flaw in the
model: including more terms in the series expansion (6)
eventually makes p1 single-valued. In particular the all-
gratings formula (16) and its R = 1 sub-case (17) give
single-valued transmission characteristics.
IV. TRANSVERSE PERTURBATIONS
We now assume that a solution has been found for
the plane wave case A = A0(z), B = B0(z), obeying
appropriate longitudinal boundary conditions. This so-
lution may be numerical, or a solution to some special-
case or approximate version of (7). We now turn our
5attention to the stability of such a plane wave solution
against transverse perturbations. We suppose that the
solution of (10), subject to the appropriate boundary
conditions, is known, and consider transverse perturba-
tions of the form A = A0(1 + f), B = B0(1 + g), where
∇2⊥(f, g) = −Q2(f, g), i.e. the transverse perturbation
has wave vector Q, corresponding to a diffraction angle
Q/k in the far field. Assuming |f |, |g| << 1, we obtain
the linearised propagation equations:
{
df
dz +
iQ2
2k f = −αl(1 + i∆)(F11f ′ + F12g′),
dg
dz − iQ
2
2k g = αl(1 + i∆)(F21f
′ + F22g′)
(18)
Here f = f ′+ if ′′, g = g′+ ig′′, and , and the real quan-
tities Fij are defined as F11 = p
∂F (p,q)
∂p , F12 = q
∂F (p,q)
∂q ,
F21 = p
∂F (q,p)
∂p , F22 = q
∂F (q,p)
∂q .
We assume that the fields are time-independent, ad-
equate to calculate the threshold of a zero-frequency
pattern-forming (Turing) instability at wavevector Q. To
find Hopf instabilities, or to properly account for dynam-
ical behavior of the field-atom system, we would have to
start from the Maxwell-Bloch equations, rather than our
susceptibility model. It is worth mentioning that van
Wonderen and Suttorp, in a later paper on dispersive
optical bistability [30], perform a perturbation analysis
of the full Maxwell-Bloch equations with all grating or-
ders included. The resulting model is very involved, and
beyond our present scope. Meantime, we are content to
address the Turing pattern formation problem.
V. QUASI-KERR CASE
Let’s begin with the case of large detuning, where the
absorption is negligible. The linear absorption coefficient
can be written as αl = α0/(1 + ∆
2), where α0 is the on-
resonance absorption. Formally, as a quasi-Kerr model,
we suppose that |∆| is large enough that αlL can be
neglected, but with αl∆L finite, so that the nonlinear-
ity is purely refractive. For example, recent experiments
[16, 17] employed optical densities α0L of order 100, so
neglect of absorption is reasonable for |∆| ∼ 20, which is
at the high end of the experimental range. With this as-
sumption, the forward and backward intensities p, q can
be considered constant, and so are the Fij . For feedback
mirror boundary conditions, we have q = Rp, where R is
the mirror reflectivity, while for the CP problem q = p if
the system is symmetrically pumped.
Following [24], we set θ = Q2L/2k, and recast equa-
tions (18) in this quasi-Kerr limit as
{
df
dz = −iθf − iαlL∆(F11f ′ + F12g′),
dg
dz = iθg + iαlL∆(F21f
′ + F22g′)
(19)
It is convenient to define a 2×2 matrix Fˆ formed from
the Fij . The nonlinearly-driven terms in equations (19)
are pure imaginary, as for Kerr media, because of our
assumption on ∆. Importantly, we have not imposed
any restrictions on the magnitude of the intensities. If
the linear absorption is small, the saturated absorption
is even smaller, so our approximation becomes better,
not worse, for high intensity. Nor is there any restriction
on the form of F , so that we can examine and compare
different models of nonlinearity and of standing-wave re-
sponse.
In order to align with previous work on the CP Kerr
case, we first consider the symmetric equal intensity case
(p = q), for which F11 = F22 = Fsym and F12 = F21 =
GFsym. Both Fsym and G are in general functions of
s = 2p, but are independent of z. Thus for any given
input(s) (19) are formally equivalent to a corresponding
Kerr problem, with renormalized intensity and grating
factor, and can be solved by the same methods.
To develop the Kerr analogy further, we can write
Fˆsym = Fsym
(
1 G
G 1
)
.
The eigenvalues of Fˆsym are simply given by Fsym(1±G),
with corresponding eigenvectors proportional to [1,±1].
We now define ψ21,2 = θ(θ+ κφ1,2), where the effective
Kerr coefficient κ = αlL∆. (φ1, φ2) are the eigenvalues
of Fˆ , chosen such that (φ1, φ2)→ Fsym(1−G, 1 +G) as
q → p. This ensures that ψ1,2 coincide exactly with the
quantities ψ1,2 used in [24, 25] in analyzing the Kerr CP
case. It follows that the analysis and results established
in these papers for the symmetrically-pumped CP
Kerr problem extend to the present quasi-Kerr case,
in which both the strength of the nonlinearity and
of the grating-coupling G can be intensity dependent
(see Appendix for details). Hence the quasi-Kerr CP
threshold condition is given by the expression familiar
from, e.g., [25]:
2 + 2cosψ1cosψ2 +
(
ψ1
ψ2
+
ψ2
ψ1
)
sinψ1sinψ2 = 0. (20)
While this expression is indeed familiar for a Kerr
medium, our discussion shows that it applies much more
generally, i.e. to any medium (including saturating me-
dia) which can be described by a nonlinearity function of
the form F (p, q), subject to absorption being negligible.
Muradyan et al [26] implied this result in the context of
the MM model extended to include some optomechancal
effects, but did not explicitly demonstrate it.
We now present the explicit forms of the matrix Fˆ for
various models of interest here. For the Kerr case, we
have
Fˆkerr = −
(
p (1 + h)q
(1 + h)p q
)
. (21)
6For p = q this leads to Fsym = −p and G = 1 + h as
expected.
For the MM model, we obtain
FˆMM = − 1
(1 + s)3
(22)(
p(1 + s)− 2hpq (1 + h)q(1 + s)− 2hq2
(1 + h)p(1 + s)− 2hp2 q(1 + s)− 2hpq
)
.
For p = q = s/2 and h = 1 the above expression for FˆMM
leads to Fsym = − p(1+s)3 , while we find an intensity-
dependent grating factor G = 2+s. This differs from the
results of [26], wherein the given formulae imply G = 2.
The general (all grating terms) function F given in (8)
also leads to explicit expressions for the matrix Fˆall. In
the absence of grating terms, i.e. for h = 0, it simplifies
to
Fˆh=0 = − 1
(1 + s)2
(
p q
p q
)
which leads to Fsym = − p(1+s)2 , while G = 1 as expected,
implying a zero eigenvalue for Fˆh=0, and hence ψ1 = θ.
The MM model gives identical results for h = 0.
With all grating terms included, i.e. for h = 1, we
obtain
Fˆall =
(
(1 + s)/W 3 − F −2q/W 3
−2p/W 3 (1 + s)/W 3 − FT
)
(23)
where FT (p, q) = F (q, p). For equal intensities
W =
√
1 + 2s and ξ = 0. Some calculation then shows
that G is approximately 2 + 2s for small s. The behavior
for larger s is dominated by the fact that F11 changes
sign at s = 1 +
√
2, as does G.
Turning now to the SFM problem, we note that in
the system and models discussed in [16], the origin of
the mirror distance coordinate d was at the centre of
the cloud. In the present work it is more natural to set
the origin at the cloud exit, and to use a dimensionless
coordinate D, i.e. the mirror is at distance DL beyond
the medium. Evidently d = L(D+ 12 ). D can be negative
if the feedback optics involves a telescope. The boundary
conditions at the output then become g(1) = e−2ψDf(1),
where ψD = Dθ. Using the analysis presented in the
Appendix this, along with f(0) = 0, leads to the SFM
threshold condition for perfect mirror reflection (R = 1)
c1c2 +
(
ψ2
ψ1
c2D +
ψ1
ψ2
s2D
)
s1s2 = cDsD (β1s1c2 − β2s2c1) .
(24)
Here ci = cosψi; si = sinψi: cD = cosψD; sD =
sinψD, and βn =
(
ψn
θ − θψn
)
.
As a first example, we consider D = 0, i.e. the mirror
is directly at the output. Since sD = 0 for D = 0, (24)
simplifies to
c1c2 +
(
ψ2
ψ1
)
s1s2 = 0. (25)
Now, it is known (e.g. [25]) that (20) can be written
as the product of two factors, H1H2 = 0. An interest-
ing and important feature of (25) is that it is identical
to the condition H2 = 0, but with ψi → 2ψi. Since this
corresponds to doubling the length of the medium, we
conclude that the transverse instability threshold condi-
tions for a medium with a lossless feedback mirror at its
output corresponds exactly to a threshold condition for a
medium of twice the length with balanced counterprop-
agating inputs. This is consistent with the intuitive idea
that the SFM system is somehow the ”mirror image” of
a CP system. There is a twist, however. H1 = 0 does not
define a threshold for the SFM system at D = 0, due to
the fact that (25) is not symmetric under 1→ 2. Geddes
et al [25] show, using the parity symmetry of the sym-
metrically pumped CP system, that H1 = 0 and H2 = 0
correspond to perturbation eigenmodes which are respec-
tively odd and even, i.e. f = −g and f = g respectively
at the centre of the medium. Only the latter corresponds
to the SFM boundary condition, and hence only the even-
mode instabilities of the CP system correspond to SFM
instabilities. This breaking of parity (and hence 1 ↔ 2)
symmetry explains why we had to be careful in defining
ψ1,2, so as to align them with the Kerr definitions.
Fig. 3 shows threshold curves for a Kerr medium with
a lossless feedback mirror at its output, calculated from
(25) using D = 0 and G = 1+h = 2. The SFM threshold
curves are identical to one of the two intertwined curves
found in the CP problem, see, e.g., Fig. 2 of [25], allow-
ing for the factor of two in length L needed to align the
SFM and SP problems. The intensity unit used in Fig. 3,
αlL∆p/2, is the single-beam, single-pass self-phase-shift
of the forward field, as used in [25], so the twofold reduc-
tion in thresholds compared with Fig. 2 of [25] is a real
advantage of the SFM configuration over the CP one.
Turning now to the saturable two-level case, Fig. 4
shows threshold curves for a two-level medium with a
lossless feedback mirror at its output, calculated from
(25) using the response function FˆAll. We have taken ad-
vantage of the invariance of the ψi, and hence of (25), un-
der simultaneous sign changes of θ and ∆ to combine red
and blue detuning cases in a single graph, with negative
θ corresponding to red detuning. The effect of saturation
is clearly seen in the presence of upper, as well as lower,
thresholds. The cases shown (|αlL∆| = 8) are fairly close
to the minimum quasi-Kerr phase shift to allow a trans-
verse instability, so that the unstable domains are closed
curves forming distinct bands of unstable transverse wave
vectors Q. These bands are located in fairly close cor-
respondence to local threshold minima in the Kerr case
(Fig. 3), with red and blue detuning corresponding to
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FIG. 3: Threshold intensity (in units of αlL∆p/2) vs diffrac-
tion parameter θ = Q2L/2k, calculated from (24) for a Kerr
medium described by Fˆkerr, with h = 0 (green) and h = 1
(orange). Positive and negative intensity values, respectively,
correspond to self-focusing and self-defocusing Kerr media.
There is a feedback mirror placed directly at the end of the
medium (D = 0, R = 1).
self-defocusing and self-focusing Kerr cases respectively.
Hence one effect of the f = g mode constraint is that the
unstable bands for red detuning (left panel) are comple-
mentary to (and generally have larger Q than) those for
blue detuning (right panel).
The scaling relation between the D = 0 SFM and CP
systems applies also to two-level media. Fig. 5 illustrates
the scaling property by doubling the quasi-Kerr coeffi-
cient αlL∆, equivalent to doubling L, compared to Fig.
4. The CP thresholds appear as closed loops, rather than
intertwined open curves as in a Kerr-medium (cf Fig. 3),
because saturation implies existence of upper, as well as
lower instability thresholds. For blue detuning, the loops
do intersect at low θ, reminiscent of the Kerr case, though
with upper intersections also. The main point to notice,
however, is that the even modes (orange) are identical to
the corresponding SFM loops in Fig. 4, while the odd
modes (green, dashed) are absent from Fig. 4. (Note
the change of scale of θ, necessary to align the two cases,
since θ is ∼ L.)
As well as vividly illustrating the scaling relation be-
tween the D = 0 SFM and CP systems, the fact that the
(lowest) SFM threshold (blue) is much lower than the
CP one (orange, green), illustrates a major practical ad-
vantage of the SFM over the CP configuration in terms
of achieving instability. Indeed there is no CP instabil-
ity for the parameters of Fig. 4. Additionally, of course,
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FIG. 4: Threshold saturation intensity s vs diffraction pa-
rameter θ = Q2L/2k, calculated from (24) for a two-level
medium described by FˆAll, with h = 1. There is a feedback
mirror placed directly at the end of the medium (D = 0 case).
The quasi-Kerr coefficient |αlL∆| is 8, with negative and pos-
itive θ corresponding to red and blue detuning respectively at
diffraction parameter |θ|.
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FIG. 5: Comparison, for the same two-level medium, be-
tween counterpropagation (CP) and single feedback mirror
(SFM) pattern thresholds. Parameters as for Fig. 4 except
|αlL∆| = 16. Therefore the closed loops (solid) marking the
even-mode CP instability are identical to those for the SFM
instability in Fig. 4, consistent with the scaling relationship
discussed in the text. Note the change of θ scale from Fig.
4. The odd-mode CP threshold loops (dashed) are absent in
Fig. 4, as expected. The SFM thresholds for this case (open
curves) are significantly lower than the CP thresholds, while
the upper thresholds are beyond the plot range for s. (The
small loop at (θ, s) ∼ (4, 1) is an island of SFM stability.)
the SFM configuration needs only one laser (or half the
power compared to splitting a single laser beam to make
the two inputs required in the CP configuration).
The SFM thresholds in Fig. 5 are rather Kerr-like
(though single), with the upper threshold at high enough
s to make the curves appear open. The small blue loop is
actually an island of SFM stability, which grows as αlL∆
is increased. It will occur for CP also, but at still-larger
αlL∆ and beyond, because of the scaling property.
Fig. 6 shows the effect of finite mirror distance D, in
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FIG. 6: Threshold saturation intensity s vs diffraction pa-
rameter θ = Q2L/2k, calculated from (24) for a two-level
medium described by FˆAll, with h = 1. There is a feedback
mirror at negative effective distance (D = −1.3) from the
end of the medium. The quasi-Kerr coefficient |αlL∆| = 8,
with negative and positive θ corresponding to red and blue
detuning respectively at diffraction parameter |θ|.
this case negative, for blue/red detuning. Because the
finite-D formula (24) is also invariant under simultane-
ous sign changes of θ and ∆, we can again use negative
θ to display both blue and red detuning thresholds on
the same graph. The thresholds are somewhat lowered
in comparison with D = 0, and the unstable bands are
shifted as well as broadened. Indeed the red detuning
now has an unstable band at small Q, corresponding to
a small-angle scattering cone in the far field. This sensi-
tivity to mirror distance can be interpreted as a phase-
matching effect: the external phase shift ψD provides an
extra flexibility in comparison with the CP problem, en-
abling instability in cases where the internal nonlinear
and diffractive phases are ill-matched.
The presence of mirror distance as an additional pa-
rameter in the SFM formula (24) as compared to the CP
formula (20) makes it harder to see what is going on. Es-
pecially at small |D|, the transverse wavelength with low-
est threshold varies strongly with mirror distance. The
threshold intensity, however, varies much less, and we
now show that the threshold curve (intensity vs diffrac-
tion parameter θ) is bounded below by an envelope curve.
Indeed there are a set of upper and lower envelope curves,
which can be calculated analytically from (24).
In deriving (24), we naturally assumed that the feed-
back phase functions cD, sD are real. If the intensity
is just below a threshold minimum, however, we can
still find a solution with complex ψD, which corresponds
physically to introducing some gain into the feedback
loop. Just above the minimum, there are generally two
adjacent values of θ which solve (24). Since the threshold
curves oscillate, with maxima as well as minima, we note
that two real roots just below a maximum become no
roots just above, again with complex roots correspond-
ing to feedback gain.
We can quantify this scenario by observing that (24)
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FIG. 7: Saturation intensity s vs diffraction parameter
θ = Q2L/2k. Blue curves: Envelope curves calculated from
(26) for a two-level medium described by FˆAll, with h = 1.
The quasi-Kerr coefficient |αlL∆| = 16, corresponding to blue
detuning. Orange curve: Threshold curve with a feedback
mirror at negative effective distance (D = −0.5, i.e. at the
centre of the medium), which touches the envelope curves.
can be turned into a quadratic equation in tanψD. Van-
ishing discriminant for this equation corresponds to the
transition between complex and real ψD. This results in
the following equation:
4(c1c2 +
ψ1
ψ2
s1s2)(c1c2 +
ψ2
ψ1
s1s2) = (β1s1c2 − β2s2c1)2.
(26)
As a first example, Fig. 7 illustrates the envelope
curves for the all-grating quasi-Kerr model, together
with a part of the threshold curve for D = −0.5, which
indeed touches both curves. The system parameters here
are similar to those in Fig. 5, and thus enable a more
detailed view of the shape of the SFM threshold curve,
as well as the very low s values at which thrshold can
be reached. Contact with the envelope is not necessarily
at the extrema of the threshold curve, but for all D
values, and all cases, considered the threshold curves
are bounded by, and tangent to, the envelope curves
given by (26). In particular, the absolute minimum of
the envelope, approximately at Θ = 1.5, s = 0.08 in
Fig. 7, defines the minimum attainable threshold for
|αlL∆| = 16 with other medium parameters fixed.
Whereas the threshold curves either asymptote to, or
are distinct from the axis θ = 0, the envelope curve in
Fig. 7 seems to approach the axis at finite s. This is
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FIG. 8: Saturation intensity s vs diffraction parameter
θ = Q2L/2k. Blue curves (dashed): Envelope curves cal-
culated from (26) for a two-level medium described by FˆAll,
with h = 1. Quasi-Kerr coefficient |αlL∆| = 7.1. Orange
curves: Threshold curves with a feedback mirror at negative
effective distance (D = −1.3) from the end of the medium,
which touches the envelope curves.
confirmed and eloborated in Fig. 8, where the trick of
plotting also for θ < 0 nicely exhibits the finiteness of
the intercept of the envelope, as well as continuity across
the θ = 0 axis between red and blue detuning. Our
interpretation is that the envelope intercept corresponds
to L → 0, i.e. the ”thin medium” limit, which we will
discuss further shortly. First, however, we note that the
thresholds for D = −1.3 are neatly tangential to the
envelope curves, including the small envelope loop at θ ∼
5. Since there is no corresponding loop for red detuning,
we can conclude that only a single band of patterns can
be found, at any D, for red detuning. Another important
feature of Fig. 8 is that the finite slope of the envelope
at the axis means that one or other of the detunings
has its absolute minimum threshold at finite θ, whereas
for the other the threshold decreases as D is increased,
with minimum threshold being found in the thin-medium
limit.
Figure 9 further illustrates how the envelope curves
capture the essential behavior of the threshold curves,
this time for a Kerr medium with no grating term (h =
0). Here two distances (D = −1.5,−3.0) are shown, and
we begin to see how the faster oscillations of the thresh-
old for larger mirror distances allow a better exploration
of the envelope, and thus potentially lower thresholds.
For the self-focusing case, where the envelope has a min-
imum at finite θ, we can see, for D = 3, the transition
of the lowest threshold from the lowest-Q to the second-
lowest-Q band. Assuming that the dominant pattern is
determined by the lowest threshold, we would expect a
sudden drop in the observed pattern perod as D is in-
creased. This phenomenon is indeed observed (see Fig. 14
below for an example). Conversely, for self-defocusing
the lowest threshold always decreases as D is increased,
so that the patterns with lowest threshold are found at
large mirror distances, and have large spatial scales, with
pattern wavelength scaling like
√
d/k, as is well known
from thin-medium theory [12]. In contrast, CP thresh-
olds for G = 1 defocusing Kerr media decrease with in-
creasing Q, see, e.g. [25]. The same is true, of course, for
the SFM with D = 0, as shown in Fig. 3. This finite-D
advantage can be attributed to the ability of the feed-
back phase to compensate for both the diffractive and
nonlinear phase shifts in the medium, which have the
same sign for defocusing, and thus cannot cancel each
other as they can for self-focusing. This no-grating Kerr
case is also interesting in that the envelope curves cross,
and hence the threshold curves must thread through the
intersection (Fig. 9). It follows that the threshold is ac-
tually independent of mirror distance at these crossings.
Note that the threshold will normally be lower at a dif-
ferent diffraction parameter (as occurs in Fig. 9), and
observing the phenomenon would require isolating the
specific wavenumber by Fourier filtering in the feedback
loop [31].
The finite limit for small diffraction, θ → 0, of the en-
velope is (±0.5) in Fig. 9, and corresponds exactly to
the thin-slice value [12], but the finite slope at θ = 0
means that the pattern-forming modes are not, in fact,
threshold-degenerate when the medium thickness is taken
into account. Fig. 10 shows this in more detail for a mod-
erately large mirror distance (D = 10). For self-focusing
the envelope curve falls for increasing diffraction param-
eter in the range displayed. The minimum is reached at
θ = pi/2. For negative detuning the lowest wavenum-
ber is selected. In both cases, therefore, the multi-fractal
patterns predicted in the thin-slice limit [32] and depen-
dent on mode-degeneracy are not expected to occur in
practice, unless other mechanisms or devices are able to
restore degeneracy.
Further envelope properties are illustrated by the en-
velope curves for a Kerr medium with grating (Fig. 11),
this time plotted along with threshold curves for positive
mirror distances. In this case higher-order modes are vis-
ible, but the corresponding envelope curves again confine
the corresponding threshold curves. Here the envelopes
of the lowest order modes do not actually cross, though
there are still values of θ for which the threshold is almost
distance independent. Again the small-diffraction limit
corresponds to the standard thin-slice threshold, but this
limit is approached with finite slope.
The above figures demonstrate how the threshold ex-
trema move vs θ as mirror distance D is varied. An inter-
esting and relevant way to examine this is to plot pattern
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FIG. 9: Threshold intensity (in units of αlL∆p/2) vs diffrac-
tion parameter θ = Q2L/2k. Blue curves: Envelope curves
calculated from (26) for a Kerr medium with h = 0, i.e.
G = 1. Positive and negative intensity values, respectively,
correspond to self-focusing and self-defocusing Kerr media.
Also threshold curves with a feedback mirror at negative ef-
fective distance from the end of the medium. Orange curves:
D = −1.5. Green curves: D = −3.0. In both cases the
threshold curves touch the envelope curves, and are confined
by them.
scale ( ∼ 1/√θ) vs D for fixed intensity. This is demon-
strated in Fig. 12, where the parameters are chosen to
match those of [17], and the intensity s = 0.085 is just
above the minimum threshold, so that the unstable re-
gions appear as long narrow islands. The ”fan” shape of
the island group is due to the Talbot effect: the threshold
values satisfying (24) are evidently periodic in ψD = Dθ,
which means that at fixed θ (size) and intensity, thresh-
old values are periodic in D. This is particularly clear at
the bottom of the fan in Fig. 12, where the tips of the is-
lands are equally-spaced in D. The Talbot periodicity is
inversely proportional to θ, which is why the islands fan
out as the pattern scale increases (i.e. as θ decreases).
Such ”Talbot fans” are readily observed experimen-
tally. The fan reported in [17] is shown in Fig. 13,
where the experimental data fit well to threshold data
from (24) using our two-level all-grating model based on
Fˆall. Fig. 13b plots the pattern period against mirror
distance. Around D ≈ 0 the lengthscale with the small-
est wavenumber (largest period) is selected. At higher
|D|, two lengthscales are found in the pattern. Both are
in good agreement with the prediction from the theory.
The inset shows excellent agreement between the mea-
sured and calculated D-periodicities. In the earlier op-
tomechanical patterns paper [16], there is a more limited
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FIG. 10: Threshold intensity (in units of αlL∆p/2) vs
diffraction parameter θ = Q2L/2k. Blue curves: envelope
curves calculated from (24) for a Kerr medium described by
Fˆkerr, with h = 0, i.e. G = 1. Positive and negative in-
tensity values, respectively, correspond to self-focusing and
self-defocusing Kerr media. Orange curves: D = 10. The
feedback mirror is quite far from the medium, which is thus
a quite-thin slice. Note that the mode thresholds are not
degenerate, as they are in simple thin-slice SFM models [12].
fan, to which threshold data from (24) are fitted using
a Kerr model (h=0, because the slow time scale allows
atomic motion to wash out the longitudinal grating).
Fig. 13a plots the power diffracted into the first and
second unstable wavenumber obtained by integrating the
measured far field intensity distributions over an annulus
with the respective radius. We did not measure thresh-
olds, but to a first approximation one can argue that
the diffracted power increases with increasing distance
to threshold and hence the measured data can be inter-
preted as indicators of inverted threshold curves. We
compare them with the threshold curves obtained from
the all grating quasi-Kerr model as the detuning is rea-
sonably large and absorption not very important. As in-
dicated in the discussion of Fig. 13a, around D ≈ 0, only
the lowest wavenumber (i.e. the one from the first Tal-
bot balloon) is excited. For a mirror within the medium
(D = −1 . . . 0), the diffracted power is low and the pre-
dicted thresholds are high. For increasing |D| threshold
are predicted to fall dramatically and indeed well devel-
oped patterns, indicated by high diffracted power, are
observed. For further increasing |D| the theory predicts
that the second Talbot balloon at higher wavenumber
has the lowest threshold. Indeed excitation of this length
scale is observed but it does not take over completely in
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FIG. 11: Threshold intensity (in units of αlL∆p/2) vs
diffraction parameter θ = Q2L/2k for a Kerr medium with
h = 1. Negative intensities correspond to negative Kerr, i.e.
self-defocusing. Blue curves: Envelope curves calculated from
(26). Also threshold curves with a feedback mirror at positive
effective distance. Orange curves: D = 0.5. Green curves:
D = 1.0. In both cases the threshold curves touch the enve-
lope curves, and are confined by them.
the experimental data.
For a further investigation of the Talbot fan phe-
nomenon we analyze a somewhat different experimental
SFM situation in which optical pumping between Zeeman
substates, rather than two-level electronic excitation, is
the main nonlinearity [9, 33–35]. Experimental parame-
ters are an effective medium length of L = 3.2 mm, beam
intensity I = 18 mW/cm2 and detuning ∆ = −14. The
homogenous solution is not saturated in this case [36], so
it is reasonable to compare the data to the length scales
and threshold curves obtained from a self-focusing thick
medium Kerr theory.
Experimental measurements of diffracted power and
pattern lengthscale vs mirror distance are shown in
Fig. 14. It is apparent that the behavior is very similar to
the one observed for the electronic 2-level case in Fig. 13,
but there is one crucial difference. For large enough |D|
(D > 0.7, D < −2.5) the length scale from the first
Talbot balloon is completely suppressed and the length
scale of the second balloon takes over completely. This is
in good, although not quantitative, agreement with the
thick medium model as discussed earlier in connection
with Figure 9, though the transition is predicted to occur
at somewhat larger |D|. Nevertheless, it is an important
confirmation of the importance of the diffraction within
the medium influencing length scale selection. In view of
the fact that the atomic clouds have an approximately
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FIG. 12: Pattern period (arb. units) vs mirror distance D at
fixed intensity s = 0.085. Threshold curves calculated from
(24) for a two-level medium described by FˆAll, with h = 1.
The quasi-Kerr coefficient αlL∆ = 13.94, corresponding to
blue detuning. For optical density 210 [17], this corresponds
to detuning ∆ = 2δ/Γ = 15.
Gaussian density distribution and the theory assumes a
rectangular distribution, quantitative deviations between
theory and experiment are not surprising.
Figures 13 and 14 indicate that a change of mirror dis-
tance can drag the pattern period along qualitatively as
in a diffractively thin medium but only up to a point.
Then the system jumps back to a smaller length scale
it seems to prefer, which can be changed again to some
extent by changing mirror distance. The origin of this be-
havior lies in the interaction between the threshold curves
and the envelope as discussed before. For increasing |D|
the threshold curves move to lower Q and have more wig-
gles in a certain range of θ on the envelope curve, which
means they can explore more effectively the potentially
lowest threshold condition.
Another way to illustrate this point is visualized in
Fig. 15. The red solid curve in Fig. 15a denotes the length
scale of the minimum threshold mode vs mirror distance.
For D = −3 . . . 1 it mirrors the first Talbot balloon, until
it jumps to the second and follows it for D = −6 . . .− 4
and D = 1.5 . . . 4. Afterwards it jumps again and wiggles
around a horizontal, which is very close to the value for
the CP instability at twice the medium length or the SFM
instability at D = 0 (Fig. 3). The changes of lengthscale
imply that the minimum of the envelope curve is at finite
θ and the system is trying to stay close to this value as
far as compatible with the specific boundary conditions,
i.e. diffractive phase shift θ at the feedback distance D.
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FIG. 13: (Color online) a) Diffracted power (experiment, left
axis) and predicted threshold saturation intensity (theory,
right axis) vs scaled mirror distance D. The cloud thickness
is L = 9 mm. b) Pattern period Λ vs mirror distance. In
physical units, the x-axis corresponds to -60 mm to +40 mm
measured from the center of the cloud. Parameters: blue
detuning, ∆ = 15, see [17]. The diffracted power is normal-
ized to its maximal value. Red solid dots: experimental data
for first Talbot balloon (lowest wavenumber), black circles:
experimental data for second Talbot balloon (next highest
wavenumber excited, in a) enhanced by factor of 5). The red
and black curves are the corresponding theoretical predictions
and are calculated from (24) using the all-grating two-level
model. Inset: The measured D period as a function of the
pattern size (stars), together with the Talbot effect prediction
(line).
These considerations are maybe even more apparent for
the thresholds (Fig. 15b) where the SFM and CP thresh-
old curves are nearly indistinguishable at large |D|.
VI. SATURABLE ABSORPTION AND
APPROACH TO ATOMIC RESONANCE
As mentioned, the quasi-Kerr treatment of the atomic
susceptibility is valid only for large atomic detunings.
Nonlinear effects typically strengthen as detuning is de-
creased and atomic resonance is approached, but reso-
nant absorption kills the feedback. It is therefore im-
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FIG. 14: (Color online) a) Predicted threshold, b) experi-
mentally observed diffracted power (normalized to its maxi-
mal value) and c) pattern period vs mirror distance D. In
unscaled parameters, the x-axis corresponds to -12.8 mm to
+10.2 mm measured from cloud center. Parameters: effec-
tive medium length is L = 3.2 mm, beam intensity I = 18
mW/cm2 and detuning ∆ = −14. Red solid dots: experimen-
tal data for first Talbot balloon (lowest wavenumber), blue
circles: experimental data for second Talbot balloon (next
highest wavenumber excited). The red and blue curves are the
corresponding theoretical predictions and are calculated for a
self-focusing Kerr medium with h = 1 described by FˆKerr.
The insets show far field patterns obtained at the mirror po-
sitions indicated illustrating the length scale competition.
portant to extend our models to address the absorp-
tive response at finite detunings, which implies using z-
dependent forward and backward intensities in the trans-
verse perturbation problem. From the structure of (19),
it is evident that the presence of the diffraction parame-
ter θ mixes the real and imaginary parts of the perturba-
tions (f, g) and thus adds significant mathematical com-
plication. As a first approach to inclusion of absorption,
therefore, it is worthwhile to analyze the case in which θ
is set equal to zero. Physically, this corresponds to ne-
glecting diffraction within the medium, often referred to
as the ”thin medium” approximation. As well as link-
ing to work in which the medium is regarded as a thin
slice, this approach also enables consideration of multi-
slice models [24], where the medium is approximated by a
sequence of slices with free-space diffraction in-between.
Split-step numerical algorithms typically adopt such an
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FIG. 15: (Color online) a) Pattern length scale (characterized
by diffraction parameter θ) and b) threshold intensity vs mir-
ror distance D for a self-focusing Kerr medium with h = 1
described by FˆKerr. Red solid curve: minimum threshold,
blue dashed curve: lowest wavenumber (first Talbot) balloon,
blue dotted curve: second lowest wavenumber (second Tal-
bot) balloon, black solid curve: minimum threshold condition
for CP instability, Fig. 3.
approach, so there is also computational interest in this
approximation.
In our earlier discussion of the envelope functions in
the quasi-Kerr approximation, we saw that the thin-slice
limit θ = 0 is typically approached with finite slope, but
nevertheless with a threshold of the same order as those
found for optimum mirror distances. We can therefore
expect that the thin-medium approximation will offer a
worthwhile qualitative picture of the effect of linear and
nonlinear absorption on thresholds and tuning ranges as
atomic resonance is approached, and indeed we will find
behaviors in rather good agreement with the cold-atom
patterns reported in [17].
Dropping diffraction and assuming threshold condi-
tions, the system (18) becomes:{
df
dz = −αlL(1 + i∆)(F11f ′ + F12g′),
dg
dz = αlL(1 + i∆)(F21f
′ + F22g′)
(27)
In the presence of absorption, the elements of Fˆ are z-
dependent, for example obeying the zero-order solutions
derived above for various models. Note that the imagi-
nary parts of both f and g are slaved to the real parts.
In particular, if f(0) = f0 = 0, as for the input to a SFM
system, then f(1) = f1 = (1 + i∆)f
′
1. The usual mirror
feedback conditions for a transverse perturbation then
imply dq1 = R(cosψD + ∆sinψD)dp1, where dp1 and dq1
are the intensity changes associated with f1 and g1.
Instead of integrating the system (27) we adopt a dif-
ferent approach. Since we have neglected diffraction in
the medium, the perturbed system obeys the same equa-
tion as the homogeneous solution, but with perturbed
boundary conditions. Specifically, for a given output p1,
and corresponding feedback q1 = Rp1, we can analyti-
cally and/or numerically calculate the corresponding in-
put p0. Using the same algorithm, we can formally calcu-
late the change in p0 due to a small change dp1 in p1 with
no change in q1, and conversely. We can thus find the ra-
tio of dp1 to dq1 which leaves p0 unchanged to first order -
which is the input boundary condition. Only for specific
values of p1 will this ratio be equivalent to the feedback
phase relation dq1 = R(cosψD + ∆sinψD)dp1 identified
above. Finding such p1 values, and the corresponding
input values p0, gives pattern thresholds for the assumed
values of R, ∆, θ and D. We then eliminate D and θ by
requiring that that the perturbation gain is maximised,
which implies cosψD + ∆sinψD =
√
(1 + ∆2). With
these choices we find that the maximal pattern-forming
region is a closed domain in the remaining parameter
space (p0,∆) for both the no-grating and all-grating two-
level models.
Figure 16 compares the threshold domains for these
two thin-slice, all-tuning, absorptive models with ex-
perimental data [17] on the detuning behavior of the
diffracted power observed under pattern formation condi-
tions in a cold Rb cloud with single feedback mirror.The
agreement for the all-grating model is rather satisfactory,
bearing in mind that the theory only calculates thresh-
old conditions, while the experiment detects diffracted
power only if the perturbation gain is large enough to
build a strong pattern from noise within the microsec-
ond or so duration of the pump pulse. Moreover, we note
that the no-grating threshold domain is smaller than that
in which transverse structure is observed. This provides
firm evidence that reflection gratings are present in the
cold-atom cloud, in agreement with expectations based
on the inability of transport mechanisms to wash out sus-
ceptibility gratings at such low temperatures when such
short input pulses are used.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have undertaken a largely analytic in-
vestigation of thresholds and lengthscales for pattern for-
mation in a saturable two-level medium, optically-excited
close to resonance from one side, and with a feedback mir-
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FIG. 16: (Color online) (a) Two-level instability domain
(δ > 0) reported in [17]. Diffracted power Pd is measured as
a function of δ > 0 (note that ∆ = 2δ/Γ) and input intensity
I, and the data plotted as isolines. Note the logarithmic hor-
izontal scale. The dotted loops indicate maximal instability
domains calculated in the thin-medium approximation as de-
scribed in the text: (black) domain calculated from (17), i.e.
with all reflection gratings included (h = 1); (red) domain
calculated from (12), i.e. with no reflection gratings (h = 0).
Both dotted traces are rescaled to absolute values of intensity
and detuning.
ror to reflect and phase-shift the light fields after they
have traversed the medium. In that scenario, we have es-
tablished a number of results, in encouraging agreement
with recent experimental results in several cases.
Perhaps our main result is that thresholds for the feed-
back mirror (SFM) configuration are in exact correspon-
dence with one set of threshold curves for symmetrically-
excited counterpropagation (CP) in a medium of twice
the length, when the mirror plane in the SFM system
is at the output of the medium. One important conse-
quence of this is that SFM thresholds are significantly
lower than CP thresholds in the same sample (e.g. cloud
of cold atoms). Since large cold-atom clouds are difficult
to produce, this can make the difference between observ-
ing well-developed patterns and failing to reach threshold
at all.
While this scaling result is derived for a saturable non-
linearity with absorption neglected, it is a consequence
of parity symmetry in the CP system, and should hold
in relation to any CP system with parity symmetry. As-
suming that there is a stable zero-order solution of the
CP system equations which exhibits parity symmetry,
any perturbation eigenmode of the system must be ei-
ther symmetric or anti-symmetric at the central symme-
try plane. For an even mode, and also for the zero-order
solution, one can replace the CP system with a perfect
mirror at the symmetry plane without essential change to
the equations or the solutions, and the CP/SFM scaling
follows. Hence in a wide class of nonlinear optical sys-
tems, the SFM system offers an approximately fourfold
advantage in power over a CP configuration using the
same medium (twofold reduction in pumping power, and
approximately twofold reduction in threshold power).
There is a further advantage of the SFM system, in
that the mirror location D can be varied continuously
over a wide range around and beyond the medium length.
As well as allowing the observed pattern scale to be quasi-
continuously varied, which is at the very least useful for
diagnostics, it is also found that the minimum thresh-
old usually occurs for D 6= 0, essentially because a non-
zero feedback phase allows optimum matching between
forward and backward perturbation growth rates. We
have considered, and compared to experiment, the ”Tal-
bot fan” characteristics which characterize the evolution
of pattern scales as D is varied, and explained observed
sudden changes of scale in terms of mode competition in
the neighborhood of the minimum possible (in D) thresh-
old.
The additional degree of freedom offered by finite D
also implies an additional complexity in the analysis. We
have shown, however, that thresholds are constrained
by envelope curves to which the threshold curves are
tangent, and along which they evolve as D is varied.
Hence important properties of the SFM system such as
the minimum possible threshold, and the domains within
which pattern formation is possible (or impossible) can
be found, often analytically. Again, the envelope prop-
ery is likely to be general, even though we have derived it
only in the quasi-Kerr limit, because it follows from the
structure of the feedback boundary condition.
Importantly, the envelope functions enable a quantita-
tive investigation of the limit D/L → ∞, which corre-
spond to diffraction in the medium being negligible com-
pared to that in the feedback loop, i.e the thin-slice limit.
We find that threshold values tend to precisely the thin-
medium values, but with finite slope. As a consequence
we have demonstrated that the degeneracy of the un-
stable modes predicted in thin-medium theory does not
survive inclusion of finite medium length, even at lowest
order.
Diffusive damping removing the degeneracy was intro-
duced in the first treatments [12, 13] to model carrier
diffusion in semiconductors or elasto-viscous coupling in
liquid crystals, which will make these media deviate from
purely local Kerr media. In hot atom experiments [9–11]
the thermal motion of the atoms, which can be modelled
under appropriate conditions [10, 11] as diffusive motion,
will in tendency provide a stronger wash-out for trans-
verse gratings at larger wavenumber and thus remove the
degeneracy. In cold atoms this effect is not very strong
and the finite medium thickness appears to be the main
mechanism responsible for the emergence of a defined
length scale [16, 17].
In the specific context of the two-level nonlinearity we
have analyzed different models to take account of wave-
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length scale (reflection) gratings in the steady-state sus-
ceptibility applicable to counterpropagation problems.
We have found that models in which only the lowest-
order (2k) gratings are considered predict a zero-order
bistability as resonance is approached. This bistability
disappears when all orders (m×2k) of gratings are in-
cluded, and is therefore probably spurious. We have been
able to develop models which include all grating orders,
in particular in the quasi-Kerr and thin-medium limits,
and have demonstrated reasonable agreement with ex-
periment using these all-grating models.
In summary, we have developed a firm and systematic
foundation for the analysis of the effects of in-medium
diffraction, and of reflection gratings, in SFM pattern for-
mation. Though we have focused here on the saturable
two-level electronic nonlinearity, our approach and tech-
niques have applicability across a wide class of nonlinear-
ities. While our present analysis deals only with thresh-
olds and steady-state instabilities, these are an impor-
tant, and even essential, preliminary to more extensive
numerical simulations, necessarily involving many addi-
tional parameters and many spatial and temporal scales.
We already showed [16] that a simple thick-medium Kerr
model gives useful insight into optomechanical SFM pat-
terns, and in this work we have shown that a similar anal-
ysis helps understand important features of polarization-
mediated SFM patterns in cold atoms. Patterns in cold-
atom clouds with laser irradiation and mirror feedback
are proving to a be a very rich field, with diverse im-
plications, and a secure basis for the interpretation of
experimental results and the development of appropriate
theoretical models is therefore very important.
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VIII. APPENDIX
In this Appendix we present a matrix approach to
the analytic solution of (19) leading to the threshold
formulae (20,24) for the CP and SFM problems respec-
tively in the quasi-Kerr case. Our methods and results
are broadly similar to those of [24, 25], but because
of slight notational differences, and our extension to
more general nonlinearities and the SFM problem, it is
perhaps worthwhile to present the details of the analysis.
We analyze the system in terms of a real 4-component
vector U = [f ′, g′, f ′′,−g′′]tr, which obeys
dU
dz
= MU. (28)
where M is a real 4×4 matrix with constant coefficients:
M =
 0 0 θ 00 0 0 θ−θ − κF11 −κF12 0 0
−κF21 −θ − κF22 0 0

Here κ = αlL∆ is an effective Kerr coefficient.
The formal solution to (28) is
U(1) = exp(M)U(0) or U(0) = exp(−M)U(1).
For both CP and SFM cases, f(0) = 0 is assumed,
giving two conditions on the solution. The boundary
conditions at z = 1 provide the necessary two additional
equations. For the CP case, with input fields at both
ends, this condition is simply g(1) = 0. For the feed-
back mirror case, however, the condition is that f = g
on the mirror, and hence g(1) = exp(−2iψD)f(1), where
ψD = Dθ/L governs the phase shift of the perturbation
field in propagating an effective distance DL to the mir-
ror. The relative mirror distance D can be negative if
the feedback optics involves a telescope. For both types
of boundary condition the solution to (28) leads to a pair
of homogeneous linear equations for (g′(0), g′′(0)) which
have a non-trivial solution only if the determinant of the
coefficients vanishes. This condition determines the pat-
tern formation threshold as a function of Q2 and system
parameters. Hence, given expM , the quasi-Kerr limit is
fully solvable for all the two-level models we have dis-
cussed, for both the CP and SFM cases.
The problem thus hinges on exponentiation of the
matrix M . It has has a similar form to that anal-
ysed in the Appendix to [24], and can be analytically
exponentiated in a similar fashion. Squaring M , we
obtain a block-diagonal matrix, its diagonal submatrices
both being −C, where the 2 × 2 matrix C is given by
C = θ(θ + κFˆ ). The eigenvalues of C are given by the
parameters ψ2i = θ(θ+κφi) introduced in the main text,
where the φi are the eigenvalues of Fˆ . It follows that
any unitary transformation that diagonalizes Fˆ also
diagonalizes C, which provides one route to calculation
of expM . As mentioned above, for equal intensities the
eigenvectors of Fˆ are proportional to (1,±1), which en-
ables an intensity-independent transformation on (f, g)
leading to explicit expressions for expM (and exp(Mz))
in terms of the ψi, equivalent to those obtained in [25].
Because the SFM boundary conditions are more involved
than the CP ones, and also to enable consideration of
mirror reflectivity R 6= 1, we choose to use the (f, g)
basis described by U .
Because M2 is block diagonal, we write
exp(M) = 1 +
M2
2!
+
M4
4!
+ ....+M(1 +
M2
3!
+
M4
5!
+ ....)
The power series in M2 can be expressed as block-
diagonal cosine and sinc functions of
√
C, a 2x2 matrix
obeying (
√
C)2 = C. As in [24], we can then write an
explicit expression for expM as a 2× 2 block matrix:
exp(M) =
(
cos
√
C θsinc
√
C
−(C/θ)sinc√C cos√C
)
(29)
.
Because the cosine and sinc are even functions, this
expression for exp(M) is unique in terms of C, even
though
√
C is not uniquely defined.
Suppose that the 2 × 2 matrix E diagonalizes Fˆ , i.e.
EFˆE−1 = diag(φ1, φ2). Then E also diagonalizes C, as
diag(ψ21 , ψ
2
2), and hence any matrix function of C, such
as those occurring in exp(M). Defining E2 as a diagonal
2 × 2 block matrix with E as its diagonal blocks, some
manipulation readily leads to
E2U(1) =
 c1 0 θs1/ψ1 00 c2 0 θs2/ψ2−ψ1s1/θ 0 c1 0
0 −ψ2s2/θ 0 c2
E2U(0)
(30)
where ci = cosψi and si = sinψi. A similar equation
holds for U(z) at any position 0 < z < 1 within the
medium, with the arguments of the sines and cosines
replaced by ψiz, so the evolution of the perturbations
within the medium can also be calculated.
This analytic solution can be applied to any quasi-Kerr
”slab” system, for any boundary conditions, whether CP
or SFM, including the unequal intensity case p 6= q (e.g.
R 6= 1 for SFM). It can also be used to calculate probe
gain, for example, i.e. for non-zero input perturbations.
Here we will only consider equal intensities, for which,
as mentioned in the main text, the eigenvectors of Fˆ
are simply given by (1,±1), leading to a simple explicit
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expression for E:
E =
1√
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
.
For the case of counterpropagating inputs with the
usual boundary conditions f(0) = g(1) = 0, (30) leads,
after some algebra, to the usual CP threshold formula
(20). Since E is a simple constant matrix independent
of any system parameters, one can conveniently consider
EU as a change of variables in (30), which is effectively
the approach of Geddes et al [25].
For the R = 1 feedback mirror, the right side of (30)
is the same as for the CP problem (f(0) = 0), but the
left side needs to express the feedback-phase relationship
between f(1) and g(1). Using the appropriate boundary
conditions leads to the threshold expression (24) in the
main text.
For unequal intensities, the CP threshold expression
was presented in [24]. It leads to an interesting phe-
nomenon whereby the crossings of the two threshold
curves H1 = 0 and H2 = 0 become anti-crossings, with
oscillatory solutions along a line of Hopf bifurcation join-
ing the static threshold curves. Because the SFM prob-
lem is not parity-symmetric, no such scenario exists in
the R 6= 1 feedback mirror situation, and only quantita-
tive effects on the threshold are expected.
